OBJECTIVE: PROC REPORT, PROC TEMPLATE, and Output Delivery
System (ODS) are powerful and flexible procedures in SAS that can
create various paper and presentation ready summary tables. The
majority of Public Health and Medical research papers include a 'Table
1- Demographics' type table to describe their population. To avoid the
tedious and error prone task of copying and pasting SAS output into a
table, researchers can use PROC TEMPLATE and PROC REPORT to
create tables in ODS RTF format.
STEP I: The first step was developing a template using PROC
TEMPLATE. The “frame = hsides rules = groups” could achieve a threeline table. Another convention is to use monospace fonts such as
“Courier New” for the better alignments.
proc template;
fontsize = 9pt
define style tfl_table;
asis = on;
style body/
style TableFooterContainer /
leftmargin = 0.5in
borderbottomcolor = white;
rightmargin = 0.5in
style TitlesAndFooters /
topmargin = 1in
fontfamily = 'Courier New'
bottommargin = 1in;
textalign = left
style table /
fontsize = 10pt;
frame = hsides
style systemfooter /
rules = groups
textalign = left
cellpadding = 3pt
fontfamily = 'Courier New'
cellspacing = 0pt
fontsize = 9pt;
width = 100%;
style NoteContent from Note /
style header /
textalign = left
fontfamily = 'Courier New'
fontsize = 9pt
asis = off
fontfamily = 'Courier New'
fontsize = 9pt;
asis = on;
style data /
end;
fontfamily = 'Courier New' run;
The original data set (ADSL)
Height
158.227
169.62
183.155
170.409

Weight
55.911
59.487
78.601
42.522

Age Sex
Race
70.742M BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN
58.147F BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN
77.636M WHITE
114.806M MULTIPLE

Planned Arm Code
PLACEBO
PLACEBO
PLACEBO
PLACEBO
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STEP II: The second step was creating the datasets with PROC MEANS
and PROC FREQ for continuous and dichotomous variables.
proc means data = adsl n mean median
std min max;
var AGE HEIGHT WEIGHT;
by ARMCD;
output out = adsl_means;
run;
*transpose the means data;
proc transpose data = adsl_means out =
adsl_means_t;
by ARMCD _STAT_ notsorted;
var AGE HEIGHT WEIGHT;
run;
proc sort data = adsl_means_t;
by _stat_ _name_;
run;

*change the numeric col1 to str;
data adsl_means_t;
set adsl_means_t;
if _STAT_ = "N" then col1_char =
strip(put(col1, best32.));
else col1_char = strip(put(col1,
8.2));
run;
proc transpose data = adsl_means_t out
= adsl_means_t_t;
by _stat_ _NAME_ _LABEL_;
id armcd;
var col1_char;
run;
data adsl_means_t_t;
set adsl_means_t_t;
group = _STAT_;
test = _NAME_;
run;
*calculate the frequency;
proc freq data = adsl;
by armcd;
tables sex / out = adsl_freq_sex;
run;
proc freq data = adsl;
by armcd;

tables race / out = adsl_freq_race;
run;
data adsl_freq;
length test $8;
set adsl_freq_sex adsl_freq_race;
if missing(sex) then test = 'RACE';
else test = 'SEX';
group = cats(sex, race);
value = cats(put(COUNT, best32.),
'(', put(PERCENT, 5.2), '%)');
run;
proc sort data = adsl_freq;
by test group armcd;
run;
proc transpose data = adsl_freq out =
adsl_freq_t;
by test group;
id armcd;
var value;
run;
*define the order;

data adsl_table;
set adsl_freq_t adsl_means_t_t;
keep test group WONDER10 WONDER20
PLACEBO TOTAL;
run;
proc sort data = adsl_table;
by test group;
run;
*get the n for each group;
proc sql noprint;
select count(*) into :trt1 trimmed
from adsl where armcd = 'PLACEBO';
select count(*) into :trt2 trimmed
from adsl where armcd = 'WONDER10';
select count(*) into :trt3 trimmed
from adsl where armcd = 'WONDER20';
select count(*) into :trt4 trimmed
from adsl where armcd = 'TOTAL';
quit;

STEP III: PROC REPORT to report the table by applying the template
created before and use “^R'\tqdec\tx350” to decimal alignment.
SAS datasets after step II (adsl_table)
test

group

AGE

MAX

AGE

PLACEBO

TOTAL

WONDER10 WONDER20

132.06

142.27

122.86

142.27

MEAN

79.44

80.23

81.97

79.54

AGE

MIN

19.83

19.83

31.35

26.57

AGE

N

178

400

121

101

AGE

STD

21.23

20.21

18.73

20.16

HEIGHT

MAX

242.59

242.59

218.52

226.11

HEIGHT

MEAN

173.15

171.6

171.28

169.25

HEIGHT

MIN

125.53

122.91

122.91

123.91

HEIGHT

N

178

400

121

101

HEIGHT

STD

22

21.4

20.59

21.24

options orientation = portrait nodate nonumber;
ods escapechar = '^';
ods tagsets.rtf file = "&dir.\demog.rtf" style = tfl_table;
Title1 "Table 1. Demographics characteristics for wonder study.";
Footnote1 "^{super a} :This is done by CBMI in 2016.";
proc report data = adsl_table nowd out = debug_adsl_table split =
'|';
column test group
("Characteristics" header)
("Placebo|(n=&trt1.)" placebo )
("^R'\brdrb\brdrs\brdrw2 'Wonder Treatment"
("10 mg/d | (n=&trt2.)" wonder10)
("20 mg/d | (n=&trt3.)" wonder20)
)
("Total|(n=&trt4.)" total);
define test / order noprint;
define group / noprint;
define header / '' computed;
define placebo /'' style = {pretext = "^R'\tqdec\tx350 '"};
define wonder10 / '' style = {pretext = "^R'\tqdec\tx350 '"};
define wonder20 / '' style = {pretext = "^R'\tqdec\tx350 '"};
define total / "" style = {pretext = "^R'\tqdec\tx350 '"};
break before test / summarize;
compute header / character length = 40;
if _break_ = 'test' then header = test;
else header = "^{nbspace 2}" || group;
endcomp;
run;
ods tagsets.rtf close;

FINAL RTF OUTPUT FROM PROC REPORT:

DISCUSSION: This process helps ensure that the tables are accurate,
clean, and easily reproducible. Here the creation of a publishable
'Table 1' is discussed using fake data randomly created by data steps
rather than a true dataset. This same process can easily be recreated
in other medical and public health research settings.
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